
Art Ambassadors
SUMMARY

The Art Ambassadors project offered a bespoke introduction to the Laing Art Gallery for groups of youn g
people aged 16-25 . The project aimed to break down barriers between disadvantaged young people an d
the visual arts experience, and build confidence about visiting the gallery .

Over 6 months, the Ambassadors worked with 1,506 young people . They hosted 46 tailored visits to th e
gallery, 28 visits to groups at their bases, 30 meetings with youth workers, 2 youth worker trainin g
seminars, 2 LATER . .at the Laing events, 3 evenings of creative consultancy with youth groups an d
regular weekend drop-in activities at the gallery .

At the start of the project, it was anticipated that the project would be based solely around a tailored visi t
and that the Ambassadors would host 360 visits between them . The central aim of the project was to test
perceptions about reasons for non-attendance and to break down barriers between young people and th e
visual arts experience . However, a number of factors led the Ambassadors to offer a greater diversity o f
activities as listed above, and to the adoption of a highly flexible and responsive approach . These factors
included the lead-in time required to build trust with groups and their leaders, in order to persuade them t o
visit the gallery, the number of groups meeting during the evening which meant that many were unable t o
take up visits during normal gallery opening times, and the different timescales to which the yout h
workers and the Ambassadors worked .

Feedback from youth groups played a major part in the design of activities, and informed regular strategi c
reviews. The structure and aims of the project were flexible enough to enable the Ambassadors to adap t
their activities in response to group needs and concerns quickly and thereby provide a more effectiv e
service while they were operational .

The flexible approach which led to events such as LATER___at the Laing, youth worker training seminars
and creative consultancy, enabled the Ambassadors to address some of the constraints encountered wit h
the scheme. It produced a number of valuable outcomes to the project, including up-to-date research
into the local target audience, and a video resource created by young people for use with other yout h
groups and in youth information centres around the region .

The ethos of the project was central to the LATER events, which provided an opportunity for youn g
people and groups who meet during the evenings to access the gallery on their own terms and in thei r
own time. The evenings were designed along the lines of youth work `best practice' : open-access, user-
led activities that left the level of participation up to the young person . Different cultural activities such as
DJ-ing and body art were set up around the gallery, encouraging the young people to `colonise' th e
building and at the same time, presenting an integrated cultural context for the visual art on the walls .
34% of those attending LATER had never visited the gallery before .

We have learnt from our contact with youth workers and young people that in order to encourage youn g
people to use the gallery and to participate in visual arts activities, they must be free to choose their ow n
level of engagement . This supports the work of youth services, who aim to develop the individual's
independence and confidence to form opinions, to develop skills and make choices about everythin g
from jobs to culture . Harland notes : `many young people seem to come to the arts at a later age whe n
they . are able to do so of their own volition and choice, in their own way, and in their own time' (1995 :
163) ' . The Ambassadors have succeeded in giving many young people a positive experience of th e
gallery on which to build a lifelong arts experience .
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Art Ambassadors
FINAL REPORT

For the period 2 Nov . 1998 to 2 May 199 9

1. Introduction

The Art Ambassadors project at the Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, ran for six months betwee n
2 November 1998 and 2 May 1999_ It was funded by the Arts Council of England, Tyne & Wea r
Museums, Tyne & Wear Museums Corporate Club, Northern Arts, North East Museums, and the Si r
James Knott Trust .

The Art Ambassadors comprised a team of three : Helene Toogood, Donna Cheshire, and Angel a
Kennedy to 31 January, replaced by Beverlee Foulkes (from 16 February 1999) . The team worked with a
range of groups and organisations throughout Tyne & Wear .

The central aim of the project was to make contact pro-actively with groups of young people aged 16-2 5
who had been identified as non-users and introduce them to the gallery experience through tailor-mad e
visits and activities . The target audience included groups of people who did not normally have access t o
the Laing's facilities as a result of disability, disadvantage, or cultural inhibition .

2. Project Aim s

Although the project diversified its activities in order to serve the target audience, we have been able t o
gather information that meets all of our original aims _

1. To test perceptions about reasons for non-attendance and to break down barriers between young
people and the visual arts experience
This was done through the tailored visit itself, and discussed during feedback sessions with groups afte r
their visit . Feedback was also gathered during visits to groups' bases through discussion and informa l
conversations with young people and youth workers . Consultation with youth workers also took plac e
more formally in meetings and training seminars with youth workers, and through creative consultancy
work with groups who had not previously visited the Laing . Material was gathered and collated in severa l
forms, listed below, in point 2 . (evaluation) .

2_ To test various methods of communication with new audiences and establish methodologies for
feedback and evaluation
A leaflet and poster were produced as promotional materials for the project . Other marketing methods
tested include direct mailing, telephone calling and e-mail . Regular press coverage was used to rais e
public awareness of the project .

It was intended that feedback forms, follow-up calls to leaders after visits, questionnaires and focus grou p
discussions would form the backbone of evaluation material from the project . However, evaluatio n
material was also collated in other forms, including customised postcards after visits to group base s
(although only 8 were returned) ; video footage produced by one group of discussions before, during an d
after a visit ; photographic documentation ; video booth footage during LATER; material generated by
youth worker seminars, and a large amount of anecdotal material written down by the Ambassadors.
Creative consultancy took the place of focus group work with young people, as it was felt that it was a
more appropriate way of evaluating the ideas and responses of young people . It generated a large
amount of creative responses to our questions and importantly, positive benefits for the participant s
involved .

3. To inform gallery policy on programming, outreach and customer car e
The information has been analysed in monthly, interim and final reports . Additional reports on the
creative consultancy, LATER events, youth worker seminars and a book review of the desk research are
also available . Further detailed analysis of feedback forms will feed into the bank of information that ha s
been created through the project . All the information gathered will inform gallery policy and strategy on
outreach, customer care and programming_
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In the course of the visits and seminars, we received several pointed suggestions from young people and
youth workers regarding activities for young people . These ranged from the specific : 'a themed exhibitio n
about album covers or music', to the more vague : 'have more stuff for young people to do in the gallery' .

Members from education, marketing and curatorial departments attended regular review meeting s
throughout the project, working across departments to support the work of the Ambassadors . This
working practice contributes to an holistic view of the gallery's activities . Evaluation reports will be
circulated to all gallery staff and to the senior management, education, marketing and developmen t
departments in Tyne and Wear Museums .

The Ambassadors have made a significant contribution to the `Front of House' review currently takin g
place in the Laing and across other venues in Tyne and Wear Museums. The outreach programme is
already adapting to incorporate increased personal contact between gallery staff and groups, and seekin g
ways to build the flexibility and responsiveness of the Ambassadors' approach into the ongoing
programme of work with young people and with other target audiences .

4. To develop the Laing's audience bas e
The project has generated up-to-date research into the target audience of young people in Tyne an d
Wear, which will form the foundation of further development work with this group . The Ambassadors
have also created a mailing list of over 270 youth and community groups that will be used to maintai n
awareness of the gallery and activities for young people, and established a working relationship with ove r
50 youth and community groups in Tyne and Wear, to be maintained through follow-up calls and regula r
mailings from permanent outreach staff .

5. To instill confidence and encourage new visitors to make return visits
The tailored visits which took place were designed to meet this aim, and they were extremely successfu l
in building confidence in participating in the visual arts and engaging with the gallery to varying degrees .
One young man who visited the gallery with the Fairbridge group returned three times to the gallery of hi s
own accord, bringing other friends along on each visit . While this is an exceptional return on the scheme ,
the words of Newcastle Career Clubbers reflect the generally positive response to the visits and to th e
gallery once the groups were persuaded to try it : "I didn't like the beginning (of the photograph y
workshop), I was scared at first but I enjoyed it", and "I didn't think I could do it but I did" . The leader said
"they've all had a fablulous time, and they're the kind of group who'd tell you if they hadn't" . She later
brought another group of Career Clubbers to the gallery for a visit .

Feedback from visitors through the Ambassadors' service has been overwhelmingly positive, whic h
demonstrates that sometimes the lack of awareness and opportunity may be the only barrier to enjoymen t
of the visual arts . Each visit was designed to challenge perceptions and break down barriers . One leader
stated her group: "considered (the Laing) out of reach to them . This visit opened their eyes that the y
could come . It was for people like them" .

See also point 7 .3 .

3. Evolution of the projec t

3.9 Visits Progress

The active period for visits through the Art Ambassadors service ran from 24 November through to 2 5
April . The original target was to host 360 visits, 9 visits per week over 40 weeks . However, the take-u p
of the service was extremely low, and the weekly target was readjusted in February, in response to th e
factors listed below ,

An extremely low take-up, particularly within the Newcastle area - partly due to a lack of interest fro m
youth workers and group leaders. A discussion of possible reasons for this response is taken up i n
point 4. Audience Development .
A significant difference between the project timescale (6 months) and the youth workers' programme
of work (group activities were programmed on average 6 weeks ahead, as part of a long-term
strategy for the groups) .
Communication problems within the Youth and Community sections of local councils .
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• Administration, planning and preparations for visits also took up more time than anticipated as groups

often requested very diverse activities -
• The number of groups meeting during the evening which meant that many were unable to take u p

visits during normal gallery opening times .
• The time required to build trust with groups and their leaders, in order to persuade them to visit th e

gallery .
• The initial targets were based on a number of hosted visits taking place in the gallery simultaneously ,

However, because most groups requested a practical activity that almost always involved th e
Education Room, it was impossible to host two visits at once . Use of the Education Room was also
restricted to times when not used for Education activities or schools .

• Practical and safety reasons limited evening visits to groups to a maximum of two per week .

The final visit strategy was finally based on a combination of group visits to the Laing and Ambassado r
visits to group bases . The visits to group bases were intended to act as familiarisation sessions, to giv e
groups a chance to meet the Ambassadors and find out a bit more about the gallery `on their own turf' ,
before choosing to come to the gallery . They were initiated in response to requests from groups, and i n
acknowledgment of the fact that more investment in terms of personal contact time is needed to establis h
trust and gain young people's interest. Also, many youth groups meet during evenings - their free tim e
from education and work commitments . For some, the Ambassadors' visits to groups represented thei r
only point of contact with the Laing as they could not visit during normal gallery opening hours .

The revised weekly target, based on visit figures to 25 th February, was a maximum of 5 visits in total ,
compared to the anticipated 9 per week . In practice, the average number of visits per week for the whol e
project has been 3 .5 . The target of 5 visits per week has been reached eight times .

Table 1 below shows that the initial number of visits was very low, but has increased with time . I t
highlights the fact that more time is needed to establish a relationship with groups .

Table 1 : Number of Visits held per Mont h
Month Visits to Groups Visits to Lain Tota l
November 0 1 1
December 0 3 3
January 11 7 1 8
February 10 11 21
March 6 13 1 9
Aril 1 11 1 2
TOTAL 28 46 74

3.2 Key indicators
+ Est . 3000 leaflets mailed ou t
• 23 incoming calls from leaders inquiring about the projec t

• Launch attended by 40 people, 3 visits booke d
• Follow-up work leading to 46 visits to the gallery
• 30 individual meetings with leaders & worker s
• 28 visits to bases with 75% groups booking visits to Lain g

• Weekend `drop-in' sessions - 151 attende d
• 2 x LATER events (evening opening) in March - 637 attended

+ 3 x evenings of Creative Consultancy in April hosted by 5 artists - 3 youth groups participate d
• 2 x youth worker training seminars held in April - 2 attended



4. Audience Development

4.9 Target audience

Groups of young people aged 16-25 in Newcastle, North Tyneside & Gateshead districts

The Ambassadors worked with a range of people and groups from diverse cultural and socio-economi c
backgrounds, who do not normally participate in visual arts activities or visit the gallery . This include d
youth clubs, youth training organisations, young women's groups, and support groups for young peopl e
ranging from those who have been substance abusers, have been in care, or are in temporary housing .
Young people excluded from school, Career Clubs and New Deal members, and employmen t
organisations for people with disabilities were also approached . The team has also worked with peopl e
with learning difficulties, people with disabilities, occupational therapy groups, and ethnic minority groups .

Given the short time span for the project, and to maximise the number of contacts, it was decided to wor k
with groups of young people rather than individuals_ However young people who are members of
organisations, e.g . voluntary organisations, are often not part of a formal group . These young peopl e
have been contacted with some success through working with New Deal advisors, Youth Informatio n
Services and drop-in facilities . Generally, visits with established groups have been easier to plan and fi t
into their programme .

The Ambassadors have received a very low response from minority ethnic youth groups, partly due t o
cultural restrictions on the young people's activities and partly due to the difficulty in locating and i n
making contact with these groups . In total only 2 ethnic minority groups took up the Ambassadors
service .

4.2 Working with the target audience

Although it was initially thought that the Ambassadors should concentrate their work within Newcastle ,
North Tyneside and Gateshead, the response to the project was so low that the geographical remit wa s
extended to include Northumberland, Sunderland and South Tyneside .

Because most youth groups work to different timescales from the gallery, there wree often problem s
when scheduling visits to the gallery. Youth group programmes are planned an average 6 weeks i n
advance . Most youth organisations need several months to incorporate a service like Art Ambassadors .
The project also coincided with Christmas activities through November and December . Few visits were
requested during the Easter holiday period. Whilst senior youth groups were open as normal, they
experienced a decline in interest as many young people assumed youth club activities would b e
suspended .

The 16-25 year old age remit has proved both impractical and arbitrary . Young people within the target
age range are often distributed through groups with wider age remits, i .e . 11-16, 14-25 or 20f. Fathe r
than exclude groups with broader age ranges, the Ambassadors included these groups within the service .

Transport, or distance, was also anticipated to be a problem for groups, although most groups have bee n
happy to use public transport or have access to a minibus . Groups from as far afield as Bedlington ,
Sunderland, and Spennymoor have visited the gallery . The cost of transport was a problem for only on e
group, and financial assistance was given by the Ambassadors .

The problem of distance is often psychological . Despite being situated in the heart of Newcastle's cit y
centre, many people, not just young people, still feel that the Laing is very remote _

Appendix I shows the geographical spread of groups who visited the Laing, and the relationship wit h
those visited by the Ambassadors .
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4.3 Testing Perceptions - Reasons for Non-Attendance

Group Leaders
The Ambassadors immediately encountered barriers in the perception and attitudes of youth workers and
group leaders, before making contact with young people themselves . Primarily, this was due to lo w
awareness of the gallery . One contact stated that he had lived in Newcastle eight years before he ha d
even heard of the Laing, and he was therefore disinclined to use it now .

Other leaders felt the Laing is not somewhere that young people are allowed to visit . Several leaders
asked permission to bring their groups to the gallery !

Some leaders said that they feel the Laing is not for them, or their groups, as the collection and th e
building is 'white middle class' . One stated he disliked the fact there was, "no representation - th e
African, and Asian, community has been here for many years . That's the only way you could make th e
African community feel part of this place!" . Workers questioned how they could use the gallery eve n
before visits were discussed .

Others assumed there was an admission charge .

Some leaders viewed the project itself in restrictive terms - that what they did on a visit would have to b e
`arty', and that possibilities for using the gallery in different ways did not exist.

Other leaders were not keen to be involved on a one-off basis, and wanted longer-term outreach work
that would relate more to their agendas and programmes .

Young People
Group members repeatedly asked, 'Where is the Laing?' . Even when they know where it is, they do no t
feel it is for them, 'It's not like for young kids - it's for people who like art' .

One group was very anxious about coming into the building itself as they did not know what to expect .
They perceived it as a 'posh' and boring place : "its borin(g) and not(hing) to do" . They also felt that art
had to be high brow to be of value, and disliked some abstract work as "anyone could take a stick and d o
that" . They thought if they could do it then it would not be `art' . Members from this group were visited at
their base, then they attended a pre-visit introduction and finally booked a tailored visit with a practica l
activity _

Some young people have felt they need to be `converted' to the arts . One group was not told by thei r
leader where they were going for their morning out, and said negatively, `I bet it's the Laing!' . They
thought, 'what's the point in coming to see paintings?'_ However, their leader later reported, 'a few were
pleasantly surprised' . They thought it would be all 'old stuff, but found there was more to it than that .

5. Communicatio n

5.1 Marketing method s

Publicity leaflets and posters
Leaflets and posters were mailed to local libraries and community centres .
A staggered mailout of publicity leaflets was planned in order to manage the anticipated demand for th e
service within district council areas in Tyne & Wear_ The aim was to hit Newcastle in November 1998 ,
Gateshead between December 1998 and January 1999, North Tyneside in February 1999, and Sout h
Tyneside during March 1999 . However, demand from Newcastle was low and so the Gateshead mailou t
was sent out early (by 5th December), and the mailouts for North and South Tyneside were completed by
the first week of January 1999 . The direct mailing campaign elicited a 4% response rate .

This was intended to reach as many people as possible given the six months timescale for the project .
However, information dissemination through council and organisational networks has proved a slo w
process, and this method relies on each part of the network passing on information to the next perso n
down the line until it reaches the part-time youth workers and volunteers . In total, only 4 incoming call s
were received from group leaders enquiring about the project .
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The publicity leaflet itself was not always the most effective medium for reaching young people as a
number of groups exist to develop or build literacy and communication skills .

E-mail
Although e-mail was available to use as a method of communication, only one person contacted th e
Ambassadors this way .

Telephone contact
The Ambassadors spent most of their time during the first 2 months of the project trying to contact group s
over the telephone . This continued throughout the project, as the Ambassadors tried to establish ne w
contacts and offer visits to groups . Very few groups actually rang the Ambassadors to enquire about th e
service ; only 23 telephone incoming calls were received over the course of the project . This approach i s
also discussed in point 6.2 Advocacy .

Press
Press coverage was used to publicise the project and events hosted by the Art Ambassadors . Articles
were printed on 16 occasions, and 3 radio interviews were held (see ACE Section 6) . Incoming calls were
received from 6 leaders in response to press coverage .
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5.2 Advocac y

The Ambassadors' approach involved making personal contact with group leaders . 779 telephone call s
were made to this end . In practice, it has proved difficult to build a relationship with groups . Not al l
leaders are easily available . Some leaders work on a detached basis or at different times to the Art
Ambassadors . Selwood et a] (1995) have also identified the high turnover of youth workers as a barrie r
to establishing youth networks " .

However, word of mouth became an important method of communication among group leaders . 43% of
incoming calls from leaders inquiring about the project were as a result of word of mout h
recommendations.

Face-to-face contact has been fundamental in marketing the project to young people themselves .
Talking with young people directly whilst on visits to their bases has met with the most success in learnin g
about their interests and needs, and gaining their trust . O'Riain advocates this approach : 'a short, sharp
but enthusiastic presentation is far more likely to result in individual, friend or family visits . It is difficult to
compete with the avalanche of advertising they see each day ; I believe the spoken word, with props
where appropriate, is more immediate and therefore effective' (1997 : 35) 11 1

Personal contact was the single most effective method of communication with the target audience, acros s
a range of special needs that include literacy and behavioural problems_ The effectiveness of persona l
contact is demonstrated by the fact that 75% of groups who first met the Ambassadors at their base s
booked a visit to the gallery .

Different methods of communicating during visits to groups have been explored, including the use of a
video or an information pack provided by young people . In this way, the young people are able to act as
Ambassadors themselves . A seal of approval from their peers can be more persuasive, as demonstrate d
by a group from Sunderland who had been visited by the Art Ambassadors . Young people from thi s
group encouraged other group members to visit the Laing .

A video has been produced by young people involved in the creative consultancy to be used as a n
outreach resource in meetings and continuation work with further youth groups and organisations after th e
end of the Art Ambassador project (enclosed) .

Section 5 contains examples of all marketing materials produced .

6 . Methods for Evaluating New Audience s

Questionnaires
A questionnaire approach was adopted for evaluating visits to the gallery, filled in by the Ambassadors i n
discussion with group members at the end of their visit, and for evaluating responses to th e
Ambassadors' visits with groups at their bases . While this was too exam like for some, and not
appropriate for groups which exist to develop confidence in literacy and communication skills, it wa s
effective with those who were willing to be involved .
Questionnaire results showed . .

Follow-up calls
The intention was to follow each visit up with a telephone call to the group leader, and also to contac t
group leaders between six months to one year after their group had visited the gallery, to gauge the long -
term influence of the visit and whether a return visit had been made independently . This will be
undertaken over the next year. However, many groups and organisations that work with young people do
so as part of rolling programmes. Their turnover can be quite rapid, even within a few weeks, which may
make this exercise of limited use. Point 5.2 refers to the difficulties relating to this approach .
Phone-call results . .

Postcards
Because the Art Ambassadors project was adapted to include visits to group bases, methods fo r
evaluating these visits were tested . This included obtaining feedback from group members written on th e
back of blank postcards decorated during a visit by the Art Ambassadors . A stamped addressed
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envelope was then given to the group leader. However, this met with a low response rate : only eight
were returned .

Video & Vox Pop
One group has provided video footage of their reactions following our visit to them, their visit to th e
Laing, and a feedback session afterwards (enclosed) .

A video booth was also set up in the gallery during 'Later. ._at the Laing'_ The full report on the 'Later'
events, two open evenings designed specifically with young people in mind, is enclosed . Young peopl e
could record a vox pop style message, giving their views on the gallery and the event . In practice, thi s
method proved too confrontational for some, though many did voice their thoughts (video enclosed) .

Creative Consultancy
Although focus groups were originally proposed to gather evaluation material from young people who ha d
been involved with the Ambassadors project, it became clear that they were an inappropriate tool for us e
with young people . The low take-up for visits highlighted the need to 1) find out more about the opinions
of young people who had not visited the gallery through the scheme and 2) explore the different method s
of communicating with young people . Creative consultancy was seen as a more appropriate, more
engaging, and mutually beneficial method for evaluating the opinions and responses of young people t o
visual arks activities . A full report of the creative consultancy research undertaken to investigate these
issues is given in Section 4 of the Evaluation forms _

7. Productio n

7.1 Creative ways of working with young peopl e

Flexibility underpinned the Ambassadors project, from simply tailoring visits, to building relationships wit h
each group . Our methods were adapted to accommodate the concerns and working practices of th e
youth workers and groups. This has involved :

• Outreach work at group bases, from an introductory chat using postcards of paintings from the Laing' s
permanent collection, to practical art sessions exploring colour and mood . The Ambassadors have
also held slide shows, and workshops on portraits, murals, and drama .

• Diverse types of visits offered at the Laing . This included pre-visit tours to break the ice and allo w
young people time to 'acclimatise', and repeat visits to the gallery_ Each visit was planned in respons e
to group needs . However, this was more successful where the plan was not too rigid, and allowed fo r
greater flexibility on the day . The plans needed to accommodate the principle of open acces s
followed by youth workers, leaving the level of participation up to the young person .

• Weekend drop-in sessions, to be taken up without pressure of an appointment . Despite bein g
marketed to groups the Ambassadors were in contact with, the majority of participants were age d
approximately 5-15, and came across the activity during the course of an independent visit to th e
Laing .

• `LATER. . . at the Laing'. Two very successful late night openings were held in March, enabling groups
that met during the evening to visit the gallery . Young people could sample a range of activities fro m
DJ-ing, to taking part in workshops on mehndi painting . The aim was for young people to 'colonise '
the gallery, an approach advocated by Willis (1994) '" . A full report on these events is given in Sectio n
4 of the Evaluation forms .

• Creative consultancy as an evaluation method to find out more about the opinions of young peopl e
who had not visited the gallery through the scheme, and to explore the different methods o f
communicating with young people . This work took the form of participatory creative arts workshops i n
three different youth centres in the east end of Newcastle, introducing young people who had neve r
visited the gallery to a variety of artforms as a means of :

a) engaging directly with visual art processe s
b) engaging directly with practising artists, one of whom is a wheelchair user
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c) responding to examples of art as presented by the artists and created by themselve s
d) sharing information about the nature and place of ar t
e) forming opinions about ar t

The creative consultancy was designed to address a number of questions like what is artlwho make s
art/where do you find art? without forefronting the questions . The structure of the consultancy
sessions followed principles adopted by youth workers and clubs, that of open access and user-le d
activities . Each night, five artists (including one wheel-chair user) set up activities ranging from
cartooning, graffiti boards, digital imaging with a digicam, scanner and pc, to large-scale painting o n
the floor (with the disabled artist) . The young people were able to sample whichever activitie s
appealed to them, and in their own time . They were free to come and go as they please . They did no t
find the activities threatening or confrontational .

The artists chatted with individuals as they got involved with the activities and also with those who di d
not want to take part . Many were persuaded to add their comments to the graffiti boards, and som e
young people scanned their art work and recorded their opinions into the computer. They also played
with the digicam and manipulated these images on the computer, creating material to be compiled a s
a video resource for future use with other young people . See also the report in Section 4 of the
Evaluation Forms .

• Two Youth Worker Training Seminars were organised to facilitate use of the gallery by youth workers
and their groups. They were also intended to address the misconceptions and negative responses o f
youth workers and group leaders with whom the Ambassadors had tried to make contact . They were
promoted as a forum for consultation with group leaders, and to provide practical training t o
'demystify' the visual arts. Only two youth workers attended . This may be due to a number of factors :

a) Network contacts were approached to publicise the training events several weeks in advance .
However, many group leaders may have been unaware as the information was disseminate d
during the Easter vacation _

b) Insufficient notice .
c) Negative perceptions of the visual arts inhibiting involvement .
d) Presentation of information . An information sheet was sent out, advertising 12 places availabl e

for each session . One attendee was sent as a representative from her organisation (Gateshea d
Youth and Community Services Dept .) who assumed demand would be too high to allow he r
colleagues to participate also .

7.2 Artistic Achievement

Appendix 11 contains a selection of photographs of work produced by groups during their visit with the Art
Ambassadors' service . A variety of art forms were explored, from creating a sculpture of a tree of life, t o
undertaking a mural . Groups who participated in workshops created collages of the Cullercoats fishwif e
featured in `Art on Tyneside', photographic storyboards, and masks which were then used in a n
impromptu performance in response to 'Representing the People', an exhibition of contemporary Chines e
figurative painting .

7.3 Instilling confidence

Visits have helped to build confidence in the gallery and in group members themselves . 16 groups hav e
made repeat visits, some as many as 3 times . All groups who have visited the gallery have expressed a n
interest in receiving further information . A mailing list has been compiled to raise and maintai n
awareness of the Laing and activities that take place within it .

Young people
The creation of storyboards was a very popular activity with groups . The young people work as teams ,
illustrating a story of their choosing with 5 Polaroid photographs, Each session began with a discussio n
on portraits and picture composition, followed by exercises on facial expression and body language . On
two occasions the group members sent 'thank you' letters to the Ambassadors . One participant wrote : ' I
enjoyed the story game . It was fun . I learned to have confidence in myself, and would love to com e
back . Thanks again for being so kind . The staff made us feel welcome' .
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The Ambassadors hosted visits for a group of visually impaired adults . Activities on the day included
listening to a rendition of traditional Chinese music, followed by a descriptive tour of 'Representing th e
People' . 'Handling' sessions with decorative arts objects were also organised . The group sent type-
written notes on their thoughts on the day : `I do think that an art gallery is worth going to visit as a visuall y
impaired person as it has a lot to offer . An art gallery will not appeal to everyone, but you don't know if
you are going to like it or not unless you try it . If you do, I think you will thoroughly enjoy it . I know I
enjoyed it .

An older group who had a pre-visit tour and returned for a second visit to make jewellery even fel t
confident to return as individuals, "I'd come back, not because it's free, but because it's nice an d
interesting" .

However, some young people who said they would return stated they would do so only "if I was doing a n
art project . Otherwise I wouldn't" . This illustrates that many young people do not have the confidence t o
visit the gallery on their own after a relatively short introduction to the gallery . However, th e
Ambassadors have been able to give these young people a positive experience of the gallery, often in th e
context of a practical activity, on which to build future audiences for the visual arts .

Group Leaders
One group leader who had lived in Newcastle for thirty years, and first came to the Laing to attend th e
project launch has revised her views since making contact through the Ambassadors project : `I thought i t
was just for posh people, not for the common people' . She has since returned to the gallery with her
family, and has booked visits for two of her groups .

Leaders who have brought groups on a visit to the gallery have expressed very positive views : `I t
definitely served a purpose for me and at the same time it did have a use for the young people in that i t
was a new experience, somewhere they walk past on Friday nights on their way to Ikon (a night-club) . '

8. Conclusions

The team have established contact with a large number of groups and organisations, increased
awareness of the gallery within the target audience, and gathered a great deal of information in a shor t
time . This information includes a comprehensive database of information on 273 groups, a n
understanding of how most youth groups operate (from the timescales they work to and the dynamic s
within groups, to the turnover rate of members) and the kind of activities that work well with youn g
people .

However, the target audience of 16-25 year olds has been a particularly difficult audience to reach an d
the Art Ambassadors project has only served as an introductory experience for many young people whic h
may bear fruit in the long term ; but at the same time it has created firm foundations for further long-ter m
work with this target audience . A great deal of time has been spent building up trust with youth worker s
and groups, and it is clear that the youth groups and organisations would like to see a long-term workin g
relationship established between themselves and the gallery .

It would not do justice to this project to measure it solely by the number of hosted visits taken up by yout h
groups . The projected target for visits was based on assumptions about youth workers' attitudes an d
morale, programme timescales and communication networks, that have been challenged by the projec t
findings .

9. Recommendation s

A number of recommendations are put forward based on the project findings :

1. Consult group leaders and workers to obtain their views before designing a project, and to gain thei r
support .

2. Conduct desk research to discover lessons learnt previously and published in relation to the targe t
audience, and the approaches which could be taken . ACE Section 4 contains research undertaken by
the Art Ambassadors .
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3. It is more effective to work with alt socially excluded groups. The existence of an age limit could hav e

excluded many people visiting the Laing Art Gallery _

4. Personal contact is the most effective means of communication and a tool for ensuring people feel a t
ease in the gallery . Selwood et al note, `the involvement of gallery staff may encourage young peopl e
to appreciate the gallery, rather than take the gallery on face value' (1995 : 79) v . For it to be
successful, it needs to be very labour intensive, i .e . considerable staff time needs to be allocated to
the job .

5. Young people want activities to provide them with an interactive experience of the visual arts .
'LATER. . .at the Laing' was particularly successful in achieving this objective . However, activities need
to be user-led, following youth work ethics . Materials and worksheets tailored to the target audienc e
could be produced for use during independent visits to the gallery .

6. Adopt a long term view to audience development . It is a slow process and needs time . It needs to be
part of an holistic approach to the whole gallery, and needs to be fully co-ordinated between al l
departments within an organisation . The Art Ambassadors project has established expectations, an d
young people have questioned what the Laing can offer them in the future .

7. Extend creative consultancy to other groups to raise awareness of the gallery and gain mor e
information on non-gallery visitors .
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Appendix I

Geographical spread of groups contacted by the Art Ambassador s
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Art Ambassadors : Information Researc h

The Art Ambassadors scheme is a six month research project, handed by the Art s
Council New Audiences programme, to investigate ways in which to attract 18-2 5
year olds into the Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne .

The lack of youth attendance is of significance to galleries nationally . For example ,
the Visitor Audit ' conducted by The Tate Gallery during 1993/94 identified youn g
people as an important target group . This result correlates with TWM's 1998
findings, in the Potential Visitors Motivation Report ` , that there are relatively few
visitors aged 14-25 .
Obvious ways in which to address this, such as building relationships with relevan t
bodies, have proven successful in the past . The report also showed that i n
comparison with other TWM venues the Laing was the most frequently visited by
secondary schools .

Jahn Harland, in Arts in their View(1995)3 investigated a much more specific
breakdown of this age group, Harland claims that although there is undoubtedly a
fail in attendance of young adults immediately after statutory school education ag e
there is a rise in the attendance of the 18 -24 age group . Reason for suc h
behaviour is explained, primarily, as a search for personal identity and the ability t o
choose. As Harland writes :
" Many young people seem to come to the arts at a later age when they are able to
do so of their own volition and choice, in their own way and in their own time ."'
He continues later that :
"reasons for initial decline ranged from "shortage of money, removal of compulsion ,
lack of encouragement and stimulus from teachers, a search for self-identities (e .g .
1 had to find myself') and a need to grow and develop through the anti-institutiona l
rebellious stage" ."5

This would support the overall approach of the Ambassadors . Every visit hosted by
the Ambassadors was tailor made for each group_ Discussion prior to the visi t
ensured that the activity would be of equal interest and relevance to the attendees .
With most activities remaining self led, the visitors were entirely responsible, an d
accountable, for their own level of commitment and contribution. As Helen O'Riai n
writes in Old Objects in Glass Cages(1997) :
"Even reluctant secondary school pupils are usually open to persuasion ; they enjoy
involvement and can catch enthusiasm at the speed of light as long as they are no t
patronised or made to feel inadequate . " r'

O'Riain, a teacher with twenty years professional experience, goes on to discuss
her doubts of more traditional marketing techniques in developing individual, extra
curricular, visits :
"I am unsure how many would visit because they had read a flier on the corrido r
wall . A short, sharp but enthusiastic presentation is far more likely to result i n
individual, friend or family visits . it is difficult to compete with the avalanche o f
advertising they see each day ; 1 believe that the spoken word, with props wher e
appropriate, is more immediate and therefore effective . , 7
This view is reinforced by the 75% success rate of the return visits to the gallery
following an Ambassador visit to a group's base .



Previous analysis also highlighted the importance of the approachability an d
friendliness of gallery staff . The Tate's Visitor Audit, mentioned earlier, concluded i n
the Visitor Training Initiative for all staff ; emphasising quality of custome r
experience, $ Failure to do so can be seen in Sara Selwoods' comments, in he r
comprehensive research paper, Young People and Art Galleries, that: "The young
people tended to view the gallery as fairly remote and were disappointed by thei r
lack of contact with members of the staff ."g

Disturbingly, this opinion also seems to be held by some people working with suc h
self-excluding young people . The Ambassadors have experienced this in a lack of
trust and enthusiasm to participate from some of the youth workers contacted .
Obviously this is very damaging to any future relationships between the gallery an d
their groups_ Selwood also mentions her experience with youth workers "considerin g
staff to be "snooty, patronising and even rude"." "DThis validates O'Riain's earlie r
quote of the importance of a non-patronising atmosphere . Building up a relationshi p
with youth workers is, therefore, of vital importance for their continued use of th e
gallery. A view supported by Selwood, who recommends :
"That projects avoid being one-offs, but open possibilities for all parties involved -
extending young people's contact with the gallery, and enabling the gallery to
develop policies and programming ." "

An avoidance of the `one-off' factor is also of preference to the individual .
Investigations have shown the importance of underlining the relevance of
individual, external, input and the validity of such information . In Museums an d
Young People Suzanne Rider emphasises the significance of the Gallery
recognising and encouraging any work produced and ensuring the group receives i t
after the visit . Selwood agrees, in encouraging a creative and valued approach :
"We believe that the involvement of the gallery staff may encourage young peopl e
to appreciate the gallery, rather than take the project on face value . i1 2
It is common practice at the Gallery to mount an exhibition of work produced b y
participants involved in outreach projects . The Ambassadors' project is n o
exception, and there will be an exhibition of work produced throughout the schem e
on display in the Laing Art Gallery from 17 th May until the 2oth June, 1999 .

The value of acknowledging the validity of individual youth input can be seen in th e
success of the Young Tate in Liverpool . Here young people between the ages 1 4
and 25, advise the gallery directly on matters of programming, and even assist i n
curating . Young Tate has also stressed the virtue of informal `drop-in' sessions ,
such as held by the Ambassadors each Saturday afternoon 13. They also
recommend late night opening ; a conclusion also underlined by the success of the
Laing's "Later . . ." events . Evening opening is a commonly mentioned factor involvin g
young peoples use of the Gallery, cited individually in the publications of Selwood ,
Rider and Harland .

One of the main issues encountered by the Ambassadors has been the relativ e
difficulty in arranging visits . With a high turnover of staff, and young people ,
maintaining individual relationships has been fraught - even within a time scale a s
limited as six months . Groups, especially those such as after care and employment
opportunities, often incorporate a `rolling' system, in which long term membershi p
would be considered a failure . The groups main objectives are to build confidenc e
and individuality in the young person, until they no longer need to do so .
Also, the erratic nature of youth groups does tend to encourage a fluid approach t o
their visits . Numbers are often random, with several cancelling at the last moment o r

2



simply not showing up at all . It is this difficulty that has led to approaches, such a s
that of the Ambassadors, being ignored . As Selwood states : "Some gallery staff,
whom we initially contacted, expressed reservations about working with youn g
people outside of the statutory education sector. This is because of the difficulties o f
guaranteed attendance and considerable investment of time and resources require d
for small numbers . Perhaps because of this personal contacts were of fundamenta l
importance in setting up projects . A 4

Throughout the Ambassador scheme it has become increasingly apparent that th e
groups contacted have enjoyed coming to the gallery to take part in a creative
activity. This interactivity seems to help young people accept the gallery on thei r
own terms . Willis argues, in Moving Culture(1995), that galleries should encourag e
young people to `colonise' them : welcoming and accepting the arts in their wide r
cultural significance . This could include creative outlets such as fashion, music ,
body art or any other form of self-expression 15 . Selwood argues that "most recen t
writing about young people and the arts tend to reinforce the assumption that youn g
people are more interested in participating in the arts than appreciating them . Willis ,
however, blurred the distinctions between the two types of activity by proposing tha t
young people `consume' cultural products `creatively' by imbuing them with persona l
symbolic value ." 1 6

There is also a question of what O'Riain refers to as "image" . Young people do no t
consider visiting an art gallery as `cool' . O'Riain concludes Old Objects in Glass
Cages with ten recommendations, the last being :
"Discussion groups with secondary pupils to explore the "image" question an d
challenge Perceptions that those who like museums/galleries are "nerds", "boffins"
or "sad" ." '
The other image of the gallery visitor also isn't appealing to the prospective younge r
viewer. It is an established preconception that all visitors to galleries and museum s
are middle class and middle aged . As Jimmy Bole, the artist, described "art was
something poofy, effeminate, for toffs, not us ." '
It is also true that there are a larger percentage of Social Classes A , B and C 1
visiting the Laing than any other TWM venues 19 but this is changing. Changing
people's realisation of this could take longer .

Recommendations :

• Build relationships with educational establishments .
• Allow young people to come to the arts in their own time, with the confidence t o

do so, without inciting feeling's of inadequacy .
• Organise and encourage self led activitie s
• Ensure approachable staff/atmosphere
• Invest time in building relationships with resident youth workers and maintainin g

a current relationship .
• Organise discussion groups with younger visitor s
• Address the image problem: more publicity and local advertising .
• Consider more late night opening .



1 TATE: Visitor Audit, 199314
2 WOOD HOLMES: Potential Visitor Motivation Report, 1998
3 HARLAND : Arts in Their View, 199 5
4 HARLAND : Arts in Their View, 1995, p . 16 3

HARLAND : Arts in Their View, 1995, p . 16 6
6 O'RIAIN: Old Objects in Glass Cages, 1997, p.15
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SELWOOD : An Enquiry into Young People and Art Galleries, p,2 7
10 SELWOOD : An Enquiry- into Young, People and Art Galleries, p .76
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LAING ART GALLERY CREATIVE CONSULTANCY - APRIL. 1 .999

YOUNG PEOPLE'S PERCEPTIONS OF ART

AIM OF THE PROJECT :

To find out about young people's perception of art and to produce a video resourc e
for future outreach work by the Gallery staff .

OBJECTIVES :

To run participatory creative arts workshops in three youth centres in the East End o f
Newcastle, introducing young people to a variety of art forms as a means of .,

a) engaging directly with arts processes
b) engaging directly with practising artist s
c) responding to examples of art as presented by the artists and created by

themselves
d) sharing information about the nature and place of ar t
e) forming opinions about art

BASIC QUESTIONS THAT THE PROTECT WISHED TO ADDRESS :

What is art hand what is not art) ?
How is art created?
Who creates it?

- Where do you find art?
- Why art?

PROJECT WORKERS :

Julie Ward - project co-ordinator/writer/community artis t

Eddy Hardy -- visual artist

Suzy Varty - cartoonist

Helen Ward & Lewis Hardy - photography/digital art/video/animation/sound



FORMAT OF EVENING WORKSHOPS :

The artists had agreed that it would be a good idea to introduce themselves and th e
project at the beginning of each evening . Each artist had either brought an example o f
their work or had planned to create something "in the moment ". They also brought
examples of art they found inspiring --- these ranged from a framed printe d
handkerchief to a child's drawing. However, the three youth clubs operated in very
different ways and this introductory session was only possible at Heaton . In thi s
instance it was seen as a useful means of beginning the evening's activities as th e
artists had been instructed to set up in a room not usually used by club members .
Youth workers therefore co-operated by suspending all other club activities (ie . pool,
coffee bar, music and TV) while the introductions took place . About 15 teenager s
listened to the introductions which lasted approximately 15/20 minutes . The youth
workers were both surprised and pleased at the young people's attentiveness durin g
this part of the proceedings .

Whilst it was not possible to begin with such a formal introductory session at the tw o
other clubs, the young people at Raby Street Centre began asking the artists abou t
their own practice towards the end of the evening, ie . "Do you's do this all the time?"
Examples of art and artefacts were then handed around informally for discussion .

The young people at Daisy Hill Centre did not exhibit any curiosity about the artist s
beyond simple questions related to the activities happening that evening .

The activities were as follows :

Drawing cartoons with Suzy Varty

Making a graffiti board with Julie Ward

Digital photography/computer art with Helen Ward & Lewis Hard y

Various visual art techniques with Eddy Hardy (eg, charcoal drawing, painting )

In addition Lewis Hardy documented some of the activities taking place using a
camcorder . The artists also used a large gilded frame at various points throughout the
evening activities, taking photographs of young people and their art-work surrounde d
by the frame. This often served as a means of engaging the young people in mor e
direct contact with the artists _

None of the young people wished to speak "on camera" or have their voices recorded .
As all the clubs had a high level of background noise it was decided to record youn g
people's opinions and comments ;p ia text. This was done mainly through the graffit i
board and in cartoon speech bubbles .

Attendance at each club was much lower than expected . This was possibly due to th e
good weather and the fact that the new school term had not yet started . It was als o
clear that the youth workers had had little or no warning about the project and did no t
know what to expect from the team of artists . This was mostly due to the Area
Worker being off sick for most of the Easter break . At each club other activities were



also in place, including a disco at two of the venues_ It was extremely hard for th e
artists to compete with these rather more familiar youth activities . However, as wil l
be seen from the comments recorded later, there were significant engagement s
between the artists and young people at each venue .

There were approximately 15 young people present at Heaton Club, with a fairly eve n
split between male and female . A large group of boys stayed in the pool room afte r
the introduction but a significant number of girls engaged in various activities alon g
with a handful of male companions . No-one chose to work with Eddy Hardy
although several expressed a curiosity in the prepared activity - charcoal drawings .
The majority of comments from this evening were gathered via the graffiti board wit h
one young woman contributing extensively as a result of a long conversation wit h
Julie Ward .

The group at Raby Street were all males, most of whom chose to participate in usua l
club activities . However, a group of approximately 5 teenagers spent a good deal o f
their time drawing cartoons, a few moving on to write on the graffiti board and/o r
create digital images. Some of the cartoons were scanned into the computer where
further work took place. An older teenager (who was present principally to have a
vocal jam session in the disco) engaged in conversation with the artists and ,
unprompted explained his love for Monet's work .

The evening at Daisy Hill began with an all male group who were not particularl y
interested in participating in the art activities on offer although one or two contribute d
to the graffiti board and/or created cartoons. There was a slightly different response
from a group of girls who arrived later . After ignoring the activities for the most par t
a few became interested in the computer work. One girl them showed an interest in
the large-scale floor painting that had been started by Eddy Hardy and Julie War d
with two of the youth workers. She began to paint with a great sense of freedom an d
playfulness attracting considerable attention from other club members . It was at this
point that the most interesting discussion of the evening took place .

All the comments/responses made by the young people are recorded below= (with an y
relevant contextual notes) .



HEATON -

Art - anyone can do it if they try . . .

I can't think of anything about art apart from drawings. (The girl who said this late r
came back and added the following comment to the graffiti board . . . )

Art is eye-catching -- design and colour .

Tattoos are art .

Art is crazy . (This was a reference to tattoos in particular but the speaker obviousl y
felt that other manifestations were equally dubious . )

I do art !

Art can be 3D then you can look at it for longer .

Some art is a mess .

Art is trippy -

Art is psychedelic .

Music is art.

Art should be free .

We went to the Laing Gallery and it was closed . (This turned out to be Good Friday . )

Free the art !

All the statements below were made by a girl called Emma during a long conversatio n
with Julie Ward. Emma was quiet but very thoughtful - she always considered th e
questions carefully and took time to search for the right words to describe what wer e
often difficult concepts. She often used her hands to express what she was trying to
say. The statements below are the things she wrote on the graffiti board . They
represent the conclusions she arrived at in answering each question .

Everyone does art .

Sometimes people draw what they feel -

Some buildings are art .

First there's nothing then there's something .



(NB : She had talked a bit about the process of creation, how you can have an empty
space or a piece of derelict land, how someone has an idea about making something ,
about how design drawings are made and then the thing itself )

Art can become a monument .

(NB : This came at the end of a long discussion about Anthony Gormley's Angel o f
the North which she felt was a waste of money! However, she could still appreciat e
it's lasting quality . )

Very old art is more interesting .

Art is messy - but art can come from chaos .



RABY STREET :

Art is everything .

Art is colour .

Art is texture .

Art is light and dark - art is tone ,

Art is a load of crap.

Art is shit.

Art is pictures .

Art is nature .

Art is cars .

The following two comments were made by a boy as he was adding his name to th e
graffiti board .

You do art when you're bored.

Art is useful .

The following comment was made by a boy working with cartoonist Suzy Varty .

I went to the Laing Gallery and the most interesting bit was those three things outside .
(We can assume he means the large reproduction paintings on the bilboard outside . )

The following statements were made by a slightly older male teenager who had com e
to the youth club principally to perform rave music at the disco .

Art is pictures - like landscapes - but it can be anything . I like art . Art doesn't have
to be like real-life . I like Claude Monet. I like his pictures - the way he uses colour .



DAISY HILL :

From the graffiti board :

Art is colours and shapes .

Graffiti is art in a different way.

Art in my house .

Art in museums .

The following comments were recorded as we watched a teenage girl squirt paint on a
large piece of paper on the floor _

That's crap! (a boy playing pool )

The following comments were made by the girl who was painting (GP) and he r
female friend (FF) who was watching .

FF - Everybody has a different opinion about art - art is what you want it to be - i t
just depends on you.

FF - I've been to art galleries before --- with school .

FF - Some people might think it's just scribble but it's interesting to watch her doin g
it.

GP - You'd think I was 6 not 16 doing this !

FF - She loves doin g it - she doesn't care what people think .

GP - I'm having fun !

FF - Some people express their feelings in art .



CONCLUSIONS :

Despite the small number of young people who participated in the project, w e
managed to gain some answers to all the questions, albeit brief in many cases_ Th e
project was able to achieve its objectives although we could only begin to scratch th e
surface in such a short time-span. It is very significant that, at the end of eac h
evening, the young people asked us if we were coming back . It is tempting to dream
about the quality and variety of responses one might gain over a longer time period ,
when relationships between the artists and young people had had time to develop an d
a greater degree of trust had been established . Any future audience development
work with this target group needs to take these factors into consideration .

It is quite clear from the young people's comments that they do have knowledge an d
opinions about art . Some found it easier to comment on art as it applied to popular
culture but a surprising number could engage with the research on a broader level ,
referring to classical art, French impressionism and modern art . One girl name d
architecture as a discrete art form . Another young person made a specific point abou t
three-dimensional art . There was no specific mention of media arts, crafts o r
performance art, although several of the general comments about the nature of art
could apply to any art form . Unsurprisingly, the Angel of the North cropped up i n
conversation. There were also two unprompted comments which referred directly to
the Laing Art Gallery .

Despite the low level of engagement in the project there was a wide-sprea d
understanding that art is an activity which can be done by anyone . Several of the girl s
referred to the use of art to express feelings whilst one group of boys discussed art i n
relation to the drugs scene . These gender differences could be borne in mind in futur e
audience development work.

Ironically, the art activity which excited least interest during the workshops was tha t
which was more "traditional" in a visual arts sense ; no young people wished to do
charcoal drawings although a couple of youth workers at Daisy Hill did have a go at a
self-portrait . The artists steered clear of using paint mainly because of practica l
considerations (eg . young people dressed in designer sportswear, confined space wit h
no easy access to water) . However, when Eddy threw caution to the wind on the fina l
evening and started squirting paint directly onto paper, everyone's attention was
drawn to the seemingly messy process - even more so when a 16 year old girl bega n
to lead the activity. Although she displayed a conscious sense of playfulness an d
experimentation this was voiced in the context of a childish pursuit, almost as if sh e
was apologising. Her comment that she was behaving like a 6 year old says muc h
about the way in which society demeans hands-on "messy" spontarieou .s creativity,
dubbing it childsplay, something that is an acceptable activity for pre-teens .
Fortunately for herself and the project this 16 year old is of a sufficient independen t
mind to pursue her own interests, regardless of whether or not they accord wit h
contemporary social mores .



At each of the venues there were young people (like the 16 year old girl "painter", th e
Monet-loving disco-freak and the quiet thoughtful Emma), who, given the righ t
incentives and support, could act as "art ambassadors" within their own peer groups .
Any audience development programme which incorporated such a notion . within it s
framework would have a better chance of succeeding than programmes which rely o n
more traditional methods .

POSITIVE STEPS TO DEVELOPING AUDIENCES OF YOUNG PEOPLE

- Take a flexible long-term approach to audience development, setting up structure s
which would enable young people to have a greater influence on gallery policy .

- Develop an approach which values, rewards and responds to the knowledge an d
thoughtful opinions of young people .

- Programme exhibitions and events both in and out of the gallery which bette r
reflect the interests of the target group, ie. more festival-type events which brea k
down barriers between art-forms, life-style, popular culture, etc . What about a
graffiti art exhibition with rave music, skate-boarding in the planned pedestria n
precinct, etc ?

- Extend gallery opening hours during holidays, in the evenings and at weekend s
viz the all-night Monet viewing at the Royal Academy, sleep-overs at th e
Hancock Museum !

Employ young people to work in the gallery as attendants, guides, in the shop an d
in the cafe - get rid of the uniforms and use bright badges, fashionable body-
warmers/sweat-tops, colourful sashes instead .

- Develop ongoing education/awareness programmes with significant adults (eg .
_youth workers, people who train youth workers, parents, policy-makers, budge t
holders) .



YOUNG PEOPLE'S COMMENT S

IN RELATION TO QUESTIONS ABOUT AR T

What is art (and what is not art)?

I can't think of anything but drawings .

Art is eye-catching w- design and colour

Tattoos are art

Art is crazy

Art can be 3D then you can look at it for longe r

Some art is a mes s

Art is trippy

Art is psychedelic

Music is art

Some buildings are art

Some art is messy

Art is everything

Art is colour

Art is texture

Art is light and dark - art is tone

Art is a load of crap

Art is shit

Art is picture s

Art is nature

Art is cars

Art is pictures - Iike landscapes - but it can be anything_ I like art . Art doesn't have
to be like real life. I like Claude Monet. I Iike his pictures - the way he uses colour .



Art is colours and shapes

Graffiti is art in a different way

Everybody has a different opinion about art -- art is what you want it to be - it jus t
depends on you.

Some people might just think it's scribble . . .

How is art created?

First there's nothing then there's something (vis process of inspiration, design an d
then build/create )

Art is trippy (drug-induced visions )

Art is messy - but an can come from chaos (hands-on approach )

You do art when you're bored (doodling, experimentation, the unexpected, what
happens when you take a line for a walk, unconscious creativity, keeping the hand s
busy)

Sometimes people draw what they feel (an imperative need to externalise the internal )

Some people might think it's just scribble (creating via the playful spontaneity of a
child, experimentation)

Who creates it ?

Anyone can do it if they try

I do art

Everyone does ar t

You'd think I was 6 not 16 doing this !

She loves doing it - she doesn't care what people tbink

Where do you find art ?

Tattoos are art (the human body as a gallery)



We went to the Laing Gallery and it was closed (the traditional art gallery )

I went to the Laing Gallery and the most interesting bit was those three things outsid e
(art on view to passers-by )

Some buildings are art (the built environment as a gallery )

Art can become a monument (heritage and public art as a gallery )

Very old art is more interesting (art accessed through education, information ,
tradition, religion, the media, greetings cards and gallery exhibitions )

Art is nature (the natural world as a gallery )

Art is cars (design, technology and advertising as a gallery )

Graffiti is art in a different way (street culture as a gallery )

Art in my house (personal space as a gallery)

Art in museums (the past as a gallery )

I've been to art galleries before - with school (association of formal education wit h
establishment art )

Wby art?

Art is trippy (an expression of the unconscious )

Art should be free (access to art as a human rights issue )

Art can come from chaos (making sense of the madness around us )

Art is shit - art is a load of crap (art as a talking point)

You do art when you're bored (art as a pastime/hobby/leisure pursuit )

Art is useful (can engage us, teach us, be employed by us, enrich us )

Art doesn't have to be like real life (exploring meaning through symbolism ,
abstraction, impressionism, etc . )

Art is what you want it to be (the cult of the individual lives on in the face of
corporate homogenisation)

. . . it's interesting to watch her doing it (eternal fascination with the process o f
creativity)



You 'd think I was 6 ,not 16 doing this! (keeping alive the child within us )

She loves doing it	 I'm having fun! (pleasure in the process)

Some people express their feelings in art (a means of externalising the internal)

NOTES :

Some of the alpe comments appear in -sev=eral different sectims . This reflects the
spontaneity of the discussions which occurred in response to the young people and th e
activities happening at the time : At no time did we sit in front of the young peopl e
with a list of questions on a piece of paper, The engagement with the young people
needed to be flexible and free-ranging, able to move in and out of a variety o f
conversational threads .

There is one comment which cannot be linked with any of the questions, but it is a
powerful statement nevertheless and one that should stand as a motto for any futur e
audience development wort: moth in socio-economic terms and in terms of cultura l
democracy and artseducation/outreach :

Free the art !

Report compiled by Julie Ward of Jack Drum Arts Ltd.

Registered office: 43/44 Gladstone Ter_, Sunnisi&, Bishop Auckland, DL13 4LS .

Tel/ans/fax: 01388-730574 or 01833-650623

Many thanks to all the young people who contributed to the project and to the youth
clubs who hosted our visits .



Art Ambassadors: 'Later. . . at the Laing' Report

1. About the open evenings

On 10th and 18th March 1999, the Laing opened its doors for two evenings of contemporar y
culture, designed specifically with young people in mind . The gallery was open until 8, and
a range of activities took place during the evening, including DJ-ing and recording 'vox pop '
style messages in a video booth . Young people were able to roam around the building, take
park in a craft workshop, try their hand at creating a self-portrait, or experience body art in
the form of henna painting by a mehndi artist if they wished .

These open evenings were organised in direct response to feedback from youth group s
contacted by the Ambassadors . They cited restrictive opening hours as a major reason fo r
not using the gallery . This is a common response nationally: Selwood et al (1995) ' refer t o
the concern held by youth workers that art galleries are closed when groups meet . The
evenings were also seen as a way of attracting young individuals, not necessarily member s
of a youth group, into the gallery .

Selwood et al (1995)° highlight the fact, `most recent writing about young people and the art s
tends to reinforce the assumption that young people are more interested in participating i n
the arts than appreciating them' .

1 .2 The target audience

The 'Later . . .' events were marketed to groups and individuals between the ages of 11-25 .
Two thousand fliers were distributed to groups the Ambassadors had approached, and t o
places where young people might visit . Posters were displayed at the Laing Art Gallery, and
at local universities . `Later . . . at the Laing' also received coverage in The Evening Chronicl e
on Tuesday, 9th March .

1 .3 Attendance figure s

Date :

	

Attendance figure :
Wednesday, 10th March, 1999

	

345
Thursday, 18th March, 1999

	

292

These figures were obtained using an automatic door counter. However, they are
approximate . Some of the young people who attended left the building seve4 times i n
order to smoke and have therefore been counted more than once .

2. The data and how it was gathere d

An identical questionnaire was distributed during the two open evenings . The respondent
was invited to answer eight questions, complete their name and address, and enter a dra w
to win a ten pounds music voucher . It is important to consider the format of th e
questionnaire and the influence of the cash incentive offered in analysing the statistic s
obtained (Appendix A) .

In total, 79 individuals completed the questionnaire ; 42 on 10th March, and 37 on 18t h
March .
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2.1 The questions aske d

Question 1 : Had you heard of the Laing Art Gallery before
Question 2 : If so, how?
Question 3 : Have you visited the Laing Art Gallery before?

Although 83% stated that they had heard
of the Laing Art Gallery, only 66% ha d
visited previously . Explanations of
'how?' they had heard of the gallery fel l
into five main categories, as the pie char t
(figure 1) shows . However, this questio n
was the most frequently disregarded by
respondents. The pie chart therefore
reflects only those who did respond to
question 2 .

Breakdown of Answers to Question 2

Of these, most young people who

	

lq~attended had heard about the galler y
through a youth group. Youth groups

	

School

made up the majority of attendees to the
'Later' events . Such a positive response underlines the impact of the Ambassadors' work i n
building confidence with these groups and the youth workers .

Interestingly, the percentage of young people introduced to the gallery at school leve l
(18 .9% of respondents to question 2) highlights the successful relationship already
established between the gallery's education department and the region's schools . Research
has shown that people are socialised into visiting museums and heritage attractions 'ii .
Promoting the gallery to the young encourages them to view the gallery as a more attractive
option in the future .

'Word of mouth' was also the next most frequent answer . The smallest number of
responses came from people who were regular visitors to the Laing, reflecting the succes s
of the evenings in attracting new visitors to the gallery .

Question 4 : What do you think of the Laing Art Gallery ?
Question 6 : What do you like about the Laing Art Gallery?
Question 6 : What do you dislike about the Laing Art Gallery ?
Question 7: What do you think we could do to improve the Laing Art Gallery ?

The majority of answers were extremely positive, from excellent and very interesting to OK ,
good and friendly .

An interesting answer to 'What do you think about the Laing?' was 'too local' . This could
refer to the socio-economic and historical display 'Art on Tyneside' within the gallery's
collection, or the perceived focus of the Laing Art Gallery itself .

Other factors very relevant to the younger visitor were issues such as nicotine dependency .
The dislike of the non-smoking policy of the gallery, as a Local Authority service, has also
been stated during previous group visits hosted by the Art Ambassadors .

The relevance of young people's finances and lack of disposable income is also a point fo r
consideration . It was a commonly held belief that the gallery charged an entrance fee . A
number of the visitors also mentioned the comparatively expensive prices in the Cafe Laing .



Some suggested reducing its prices . Youth groups in fact offer subsidised prices in thei r
cafe areas .

Other suggestions for improving the gallery included increasing advertising, although 6 %
originally described advertising as initially bringing the gallery to their attention . 9% asked
for more interactive events designed for young people .

Further suggestions included :
• Install computers for open access to learn about paintings in the collectio n
• Improve the shop
• Have more activities for young peopl e
• Hold more workshops
• Exhibit the work of students

Question 8 : What do you think of tonight's events ?

In general feedback was very positive . The evening activities proved to be very successfu l
with 24% describing it as excellent and 23 % describing them as the reason they liked th e
gallery . All the activities were gratefully accepted and appreciated, with the mehnd i
workshop being the most popular.

There is a clear desire for further events like `Later .__' _

2 .2 Classification data

Postcode information

The postcodes recorded show that visitors to the 'Later. .' activities came from the more
deprived parts of the local area. This reflects the fact the Art Ambassadors have bee n
working with disadvantaged groups .

The results also dispel the myth that access to transport played a part in inhibiting yout h
attendance . Many of the groups travelled from quite a distance to the gallery, with 17 %
travelling over 5 miles . This may correspond with the geographical spread of youth group s
that the Ambassadors have worked with, and their catchment areas. The team has no t
worked with many youth groups based in NE1 or NE2, the heart of Newcastle city-centre ,
perhaps because youth groups and clubs are based in more residential areas ,

Male: Female rati o

The gender breakdown was 70% female to 30% male . This mirrors a national bias ,
demonstrated in the research of Harland, Kinder and Hartley". The low level of participatio n
from young males has been a recurrent problem, as they are far more susceptible to pee r
pressure and will refuse to do anything that appears 'un-cool' . However, in this respect th e
questionnaire data reflects only the people completing them and not those who wer e
disinclined .

3. Conclusio n

The questionnaire results show that these kind of interactive experiences appeal to th e
younger visitor. Further evening events have since been requested by young people an d
youth workers . The 'Later. .' activities were designed in such a way as to leave the level o f
participation up to the individual, with something to suit different tastes_ This approach is



supported by Harland in 'Arts in their View'(1995), where it is advised that arts policies `could
benefit from 'arms-length' strategies which encounter freedom of action and permit the locu s
of control to remain with the original participant' '.

The events were also seen as a way to welcome the young visitor into the gallery on thei r
own terms . As Willis writes, it is important to allow young people to 'colonise' the gallery ,
and see arts in theirwider cultural significance . This might include music, fashion, graffiti o r
any other form of artistic self representation '" .

The high response from youth groups is a very positive indication of what they would like
from the Laing in the future . Appendix B contains details of youth groups known to have
attended the 'Later' events .

• Appendix C contains a selection of photographs from 'Later . . .at the Laing' .
• Video footage is also available .

' Selwood, S ., Clive, S ., and Irving, D . 1995 An En ui into Young People & Art Galleries Art &
Society, London : 2
" Ibid . : 7
"' Merriman, N. 1989 `The Social Basis of Museum and Heritage Visiting', in Pearce, S . (ed_ )
Museum Studies in Material Culture Leicester University Pres s
iv Harland, J., Kinder, K., and Hartley, K. 1995 Youth Participation in the Arts National
Foundation for Educational Research in England & Wales, Londo n
" Harland, J. 1995 Arts in their View - An En ui into the Cultural Activities of Youn g Peoj)lq
National Foundation for Educational Research in England & Wales, London : 167
" Willis, P. 1990 ` Moving Culture', Calouste and Gulbenkian Foundation in . Harland, J . 1995 Arts
in their View - An Enquiry into the Cultural Activities of Youn g People National Foundation fo r
Educational Research in England & Wales, London : introduction .
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Appendix A
'Later. . .at the Laing' questionnaire

NOW. . .
win a voucher worth £10 . . !

Fill in this short questionnaire and enter a draw to win a music voucher worth ten pounds .

• Had you heard of the Laing Art Gallery before?

	

Yes/No?
- if so, how?

• Have you visited the Laing Art Gallery before?

	

Yes/No?

What do you think of the Laing Art Gallery ?

What do you like about the Laing Art Gallery ?

What do you dislike about the Laing Art Gallery ?

What do you think we could do to improve the Laing Art Gallery ?

What do you think of tonight's events ?

Name:
Address:

Postcod e

Fill in and post in the letterbox at the Art Ambassadors desk i n
the Mural Gallery . Winner picked out at the end of the evening .

Thanks for your help 	 good lurk!



Appendix B
Groups known to have attended 'Later . . .at the Laing '

Wednesday, 10th March, 199 9
Mark Lambert & group 1
The Weston Spirit - Newcastl e
The Weston Spirit - Sunderlan d
Sunderland Catholic Youth Centre
tNL1NE - Children's Society
Daisy Hill Juniors
Bosnia Clu b
St . John Boste Youth Centre

Thursday, 18th March, 1999
Mark Lambert & group 2
Trinity Youth Association - Bedlingto n
Gateshead Youth Organisations Counci l
Wingrove Road Clu b
Aquila Housing Association - Gateshea d
Exclusion Unit - Young Mums
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